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ABSTRACT 

This study did a contrastive analysis on the vowels of Igbo and English language. It compares 

the vowels of Igbo and English language. This study is carried out in order to identify the many 

problems encountered by the users and learners of English in a second language situation. It 

contrastively analyzed the vowels of these two languages, to bring out the similarities and the 

differences that exists between the two languages. It is found out that those vowels that are 

present in English and absent in Igbo language are the main reasons why there are difficulties in 

the acquisition of English as a second language while the similar vowels between these two 

languages helps the learning process of a learner.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 

Many native speakers of Igbo language who try to acquire the English language as a second 

language sometimes make some common errors in the pronunciation of certain vowel sounds. 

This research work is set to study and discuss the reasons many native speakers of Igbo language 

mispronounce some vowels when it occur in some words in English language.  

The issue of contrastive analysis concerns the process of making comparison between two 

languages, either in their phonetic, semantic or even their syntactic forms. This research work is 

set to make comparison between the vowels of English language and that of Igbo language.  

In comparing the vowels of these two languages, a clear knowledge of the similarities and the 

differences would be provided, compared and analyzed. These similarities and differences 

brought about the positive and negative transfer or interference of the first language with the 

second language and vice versa. 

The study of contrastive analysis is very important as a result of the belief that the first language 

influences the acquisition of a second language. This research work would spot those differences 

and the similarities that do occur as a result of the differences in the vowels of these two 

languages. 

Statement of the Problem 

This research work is basically carried out because for so many years, there have  been a general 

problem in which people pronounce two words that are different in spelling with the same sound. 

Examples are pale-pail, jail-gel, cat-cart etc.  

When properly transcribed, these few words above and many others have complete different 

vowel transcription. The aim of this research work is to analyze and point out the reasons why 

this mispronunciation occurs because this is mostly seen amongst first language native speakers, 

trying to acquire the English language as a second language. 

Objective of the Study 
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This research work undertakes a contrastive analysis of the vowels of Igbo and English language.  

This is carried out purposely to: 

(i) Specifically bring out the differences and the similarities in the vowels of Igbo and 

English language. 

(ii) Emphasize the need for the study and teaching of contrastive analysis for teachers and 

learners.  

(iii) Look into those areas of differences between these two languages in the aspect of their 

vowels in order to guide against mispronunciation of vowel sounds by second language 

learners from both languages. 

(iv) Bring out the reasons why these problems happen and the reasons why these languages 

interfere with one another. 

(v) Proffer solution before these errors are made to the imminent problems. 

Significance of the Study 

This research work will help to enlighten researchers, language teachers and learners on the main 

reasons the first language interferes with the acquisition of a second language. As the contrastive 

analysis of these vowels is carried out, the reasons for this negative interference would be stated 

and be guided against. Thus, it can no longer pose itself as a problem to future researchers, 

language teachers and learners.  

In this study, important information on these vowels and their contrastive analysis would be 

provided for the benefit of scholars, curriculum developers, teachers and students who are the 

main set of people benefit from this research study.  

Research Questions 

Contrastive analysis which will subsequently be referred to as (C.A) is a crucial aspect of 

Applied Linguistics. Applied linguistic is a field of linguistic that identifies, investigates and 

offers solution to language related real life problems.  

Therefore, this research work intends to answer the following questions.  

(i) Are there the same number of vowel sounds in both Igbo and English language?  
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(ii) Does the differences in the vowels of Igbo and English language cause interference?  

(iii) What causes this pronunciation of vowel sounds in both Igbo and English language? 

(iv) Is this mispronunciation of vowel sounds common among all Igbos?  

(v) Is it all Igbo speakers who learn English as a second language that tend to mispronounce 

the vowel sounds when present in words?  

(vi) What are the implications of the similarities between these vowels?  

(vii) What are the implications of the difference between these two vowels?  

(viii) What are those interference that occur among learners in the acquisition of a second 

language?  

The problems stated above would be treated in the subsequent chapters to show the contrastive 

analysis of the vowels of these two languages.  

Scope and Delimitations of Study 

Due to time and space constrictions, this research work shall be centered basically on issues 

concerning the comparison of vowels of Igbo and English language, causes of the difficulties in 

the pronunciation of certain vowel sounds in some words of English language by Igbo speakers 

as a result of the differences in the vowels of both language.  

Definition of Terms 

In this section, a brief definition of some of the key words used in this research work have been 

given below:  

i. Language: Language is a body of words and the systems for the common use to a group 

of people who are from the same community or nation, the same geographical area and 

the same culture and tradition. It is a vital tool for communication and used extensively 

by man. Language is not static, it changes with time for numerous words and either added 

or removed from many languages across the globe.  

ii. Contrastive Analysis (C.A): This is the careful study of languages with the intention of 

comparing and contrasting their forms and their structures. It is a tool developed to aid 

second language teaching and learning. The study of contrastive analysis is carried out 
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because of the difficulties that learners of one language must encounter in the acquisition 

of the language. 

iii. L1 … The L1 has to do with the first language that a person has already acquired and is 

already familiar with. This is the native language or the only language of a monolingual 

person which he acquired naturally in his environment, which meets all his linguistic 

needs. In Nigeria for instance, Hausa, Igbo and Yoruba are mother tongues or the first 

language of some group of people in the work, East and West respectively.  

iv. L2: This is referred to as the second language. The second language can be defined as 

the language which is sequentially the second language that a bilingual person acquires. 

According to Akindele and Adegbite (1999), a second language:  

May be the fourth language of a bilingual person or individual which  

however functions as a second language in a societal bilingualism 

English in Nigeria have been considered an L2.  

v. Interference: This is the situation that occurs when two languages overlap. Interference 

takes place as a result of the differences and the mismatches between two languages. The 

issue of interference can never be neglected because it must always occur when a learner 

tries to acquire a new language. There are two types of interference and they are the 

positive and negative interference for transfer.  

vi. Positive Transfer: The positive transfer helps in the acquisition of the target language 

because the features and the structures of the first language have already been known and 

it helps and also facilitates the acquisition of a second language. It refers to those 

similarities that are present in the two languages which makes the learning of the second 

language easy and faster. 

vii. Negative Transfer: The negative transfer causes retardation in the acquisition of the target 

language and makes the process of learning a second language difficult and sometimes 

impossible. Here, the linguistic features that are present in the target language and are not 

available in the mother tongue are substituted with those that are close to them from the 

first language. 
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Theoretical Framework : 

 Contrastive analysis, represented by the audio lingual theorist derives from the view that 

language learning involves acquiring a new set of habits. Any previously learned habits 

i.e. the native language are said to interfere with the acquisition of the new ones. They 

draw much of their stance from the field of psychology. (T.K. Bhatia 2006:417). 

Here, the audio lingual theorists believe that the process of language acquisition is a habit and 

that when that habit is learnt and a learner tries to acquire another habit, there must be the 

problem of interference. They have to do with the field of psychology because this is a field that 

studies the human behaviour and habit.  

Current linguistic and pedagogic theory have come up with the theory that contrastive analysis is 

based on the premise that language is different and that because of these differences, a second 

language learner will encounter difficulties. (Bernhardt and Kamil 2006:179-180). 

The study of pedagogy which involves the classroom interaction, that is the teaching and 

learning of a language, are of the opinion that the differences between language makes a learner 

encounter difficulties in the acquisition of a language.   
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CHAPTER TWO 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

Introduction: 

In this chapter, works that have been treated by other authors, scholars and linguistics in relation 

to the vowels of Igbo and English language and also on contrastive analysis will be examined for 

the purpose of this study. Close examinations of those works that have touched the aspects that 

are connected to the study of contrastive analysis of the vowels of these two languages were also 

done.  

 

Language: 

This is an important phenomenon of this research study which cannot be neglected but needs to 

be discussed. Language is an important aspect of man in his environment for humans came to 

use language in every aspect of their lives. Language is a phenomenon that has been in existence 

since the existence of man and is as old as man. Many linguistics or scholars have their own 

definition of language, for the definition of language cannot be strictly credited to one author. It 

has been defined by various scholars basically reflecting their views on its function to man. We 

come across language in every area of our lives and at every time. There are spoken and written 

languages. For some scholars or linguists. It consist of works logically arranged to form effects 

while to some others, it is the particular way wards are selected and combined that is 

characteristics of an individual, a group of a literary genre.  

A close look at some definitions of language by various linguists, researchers are scholars will be 

discussed for the purpose of this research study.  

Akindele and Adegbite (1991:2) affirms that: 

Language can be described as a system of sounds or vocal symbol by  

which human beings communicate experiences. It is a species- specific to 

 man, that is, it is a special characteristic of human beings. 
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In their definition, they tell us that man uses language to communicate his individual thoughts, 

inner feelings and personal psychological experiences. For instance, when language is used to 

greet, the function is phatic rather than informative. It does not contribute anything to the content 

of the ongoing discourse but only serve as a means of structuring discourse, in order to establish 

social relationship. 

Language, according to Ezugu (1998:1) 

Is defined as a system of arbitrary vocal symbols by which thought is  

communicated from one human being to another. 

This definition implies that language is solely for humans and a human affairand that only 

human beings are capable of using language for the purpose of communication. 

In Sapir‟s definition (1921:8) he adds that:  

Language is a purely human and non instinctive method of communicating 

 ideas, emotions and desires by means of voluntarily produced symbols. 

Sapir‟s definition of language is simple and easy to relate but at the same time, it can be 

misunderstood by people based on their level of understanding because the word „idea‟could 

either mean the way we perceive things, the way we see thingsor the way we understand things. 

His inclusion of the word idea has made him not to be precise in his own definition of language. 

According to Hall (1965:158) 

Language is the institution whereby humans communicate and interact with each 

 other by means of habitually used oral-auditory, arbitrary symbols. 

This definition of language has brought in two key points in the functions of language, which are 

communication and interaction. Both Sapir and Hall see language as purely a human 

phenomenon because it is used by only humans. It states that a language which is used by a 

particular society or group of people is part of its culture, since man live in a particular society 

with its own culture and tradition. 

Chomsky (1957:13) goes further to add that: 
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From now on, I will consider language to be a set of finite or infinite sentences,  

each finite in length and constructed out of a finite set of element. 

This is the most striking of all definitions of language as given by various linguists because it is 

largely in contrast both in style and in content with the definition by others. This is so because it 

has totally said nothing about language being used for communication, it only paid attention to 

the properties of language structure. Each language has a finite number of sounds and alphabets, 

on the assumption that it has a written alphabetical system. The alphabets and sounds are fixed in 

number. The infinite properties of language elements imply that there are no fixed number of 

distinct sentences in a language. 

 

FUNCTIONS OF LANGUAGE 

(a) Transactional Function: The transactional function of language is very important because 

language is used to pass information. Both the spoken and the written form of language is very 

important in this function of language. Odesunmi (2003:28) asserts that 

It is important at this juncture to state that the written language is prominent in  

 

the transactional function of language. Almost all written pieces provide  

 

information to some persons on certain issues or subjects. 

(b)Interactional Function: in the interactional function, language helps to establish and maintain 

social ties among people. Condolences and congratulatory messages perform interactional roles 

because the two work on the principle of companionship. 

Odusunmi  (2003:31) points that:  

it is clearly the case that everyday human interaction  is characterized    

 primarily interpersonal rather than the transactional use of language.  

When two strangers are standing, shivering at a bus stop in an icy wind and  

one turns to the other and says my goodness, its cold”. It is difficult to  

suppose that the primary intention of the speaker is to convey information. 
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 It seems much more reasonable to suggest that the speaker is indicating a 

 Readiness to be friendly and to talk. 

Most of our smiles and laughter perform interactional functions. They doll out passion that 

constantly improve social relationship.  

(c) Humanization function: Language is a very important feature of the human society. 

Ezugu (1998:3) points out that:  

It is in fact language that humanizes mankind. It is a rare gift  

Which God has blessed man and placed him above all other 

 Creatures in the universe. 

Language aids in humanizing people because it is a phenomenon that helps to socialize 

people and it brings people together especially people of either the same or different 

background.  

(d) Development function: Without language, there can be no development and it is through 

language that development is enhanced. Ezugu (1998:4) goes further to say: 

The animal kingdom has remained what it had been since 

Creation because of its inability to use language. 

The use of language is so important that without language, no human society can fully develop.  

(e) Educational function: Language is the role medium of instruction in both primary, 

secondary and tertiary institutions. Odusunmi (2003:36) notes that:  

The situation is diversified in the second language context of English  

Where mastery of a second language, be it imported or indigenous 

 Must recognize a pre-existing language, i.e. mother tongue. 

It suggests that in most of these countries, the mother tongue and the English language are made 

to take turns in instructions at the primary school level, while English takes over completely. 

There is an exception where the mother tongue or another foreign language is a school subject. 

Language is used for education because it is the only means of communication in the classrooms. 
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Languages in Nigeria 

Nigeria is divided into 36 states and the Federal Capital Territory. It is sub-divided into 774 

Local Government Areas (LGAs) and further divided into six geopolitical zones. They are:  

(1) South East 

(2) South South  

(3) South West  

(4) North East  

(5) North Central  

(6) North West  

Hausa, Igbo and Yoruba languages are the three most recognized and indigenous languages in 

Nigeria. Akindele and Adegbite (2005:86) went further to add that:  

Hausa, Igbo and Yoruba are Official languages in Nigeria. The 

above indigenous languages are prominent languages spoken By the 

largest population in the country. Other GSS prominent languages 

are restricted to informal everyday activities in the home. 

Lagos is the largest city in the sub-Saharan Africa. This is so because Lagos being a commercial 

city houses almost all the languages in Nigeria. The official language of Nigeria is English. 

Akindele and Adegbite (2005:52) went ahead to point out that: 

Nigeria has an official language, English and several lingua Francas 

but lack a national language that can be considered a language 

of wider communication among people. 

English was chosen to facilitate the cultural and linguistic unity of the country. The choice of 

English as the official language was partially because a part of the Nigeria population now 

speaks English as a result of British colonization and rule that ended in 1960. Even though most 

ethnic groups prefer to use their native languages, English is still the official language and it is 

mostly used for inter-ethnic communication, business transactions and even official purposes. In 

places where the people are not familiar with the English language, they use the simplified form 
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of it, simply known as pidgin. Akindele and Adegbite (2005:53) has this to say on this common 

simplified form of non-indigenous languages.  

Pidgin English/language is generally understood to be a simplified language 

but whose grammar is very different. Pidgins are formed when speaker of 

one language engage in trade with speakers of another or work on plantations 

managed by speakers of another and neither know the other‟s language. 

The pidgin English is mostly used in the Niger Delta areas, predominantly in Warri, Sapele, Port 

Harcout, Benin City, Ewa, Agenebode, Cross-river and Bayelsa. Out of the 521 local languages 

in Nigeria, there are 12 local languages that are more recognized than the others of which the 

three most populated local languages top the list. They are: 

1. Igbo  

2. Hausa  

3. Yoruba  

4. Efik  

5. Ibibio  

6. Ijaw  

7. Edo  

8. Igala  

9. Fulani  

10. Kanuri  

11. Tiv  

12. Urhobo  

 

The English Language in Nigeria 

The beginning of the use of English language in Nigeria dates back to Nigeria and the contact 

with the colonial masters. Coleman (1958:45) quoting Margery Perham (1948) thus:  

   European rule was imposed like a steel grid over the  amorphous cellular 
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   tissue of tribal Africa and the hundred of independent and often hostile 

  communities were held in peace. This peace has allowed and this has been one 

 of the greatest hopes and justification of colonial Rule-full and free movement for  

the first time, over wide areas not only for commerce but also for men  

who could never know each other before. 

What is implied above is that the English language of the colonial rule acts as a unifying agent.  

Also, Akindele and Adegbite (2005:57) went further to add that: 

The use of English in Nigeria survived the departure of the colonial 

 Administrations as the language of administration. English still survived  

and has assumed a more important status in Nigeria. Apart from being medium, 

 of social and inter – ethnic communication, English is a national language and  

it‟s used to conduct legislative, executive and judicial functions at the three tiers 

 of local, state and federal government. 

The trade between Europeans and West Africans grew in volumes and by the 18
th

 century, the 

focus of the trade had shifted from materials and slave trade became the major pre-occupation. 

There were also a number of Africans who had gone to England as interpreters or slaves and 

later returned to publish books and works using English as a medium. There include:  

(a) Ottobish Guguiano - Thoughts and Sentiments on the Evil and Wicked  

Traffic in Slavery (1982) 

(b) Olaudah Eguiano  - The Interesting Narrative … The Life of Olaudah Eguiano  

    or gustavas vassa, The African Written by Himself (1989).  

( V.O. Awonusi (46) in Dadzie and Awonusi (2004:46). 

There is no doubt that some of these pioneer writers are Nigerians. Equaino for instance claimed 

that he was born in a remote and fertile land called “Eboe”. It can be rightly speculated that 
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Equiano was of Igbo (Ibo) descendant where the influence of ancient Benin was felt. As Dike 

(1956:21) observes: 

Ancient Benin exerted a powerful influence over the imaginations of her 

Neighbourhood, particularly Ibos, East of the River Niger. 

It must be pointed out however, that some English newspapers e.g. “The oracle” of April 25, 

1792 and “The star” of April 27, 1792 sought to discredit Equiano by doubting his identity e.g. 

claiming that he was not an African, let alone a Nigerian but a West Indian of Danish origin but 

when Equiano provided the evidence of his African origin, the editors of those magazines had to 

apologize to him later.  

The introduction of English through the Berlin conquest or conference of 1884 – 85 gave English 

a good stand on African because some African countries were partitioned among the world 

powers. The colonizers seized the opportunities of their colonial rule to impose their own 

language on the indigenes. English thus became the language of the indigenes. English thus 

becomes the language of administration and all forms of communication with the masters had to 

be through that medium. So, for any indigenes to gain the attention of the master s, the 

acquisition of the English language became compulsory.  

Akindele and Adegbite (2005:59) again finalized this issue by concluding that:  

So, just like Caliban learnt the language of his master Prospero, 

 in Shakespeare‟s The Tempest and then asserted his freedom,  

so did the Nigerians. 

 

The English Alphabets 

The English alphabet consists of 26 alphabets altogether and it is further divided into the 

consonant sounds and the vowel sounds. A closer look at these two sub-divisions will be 

considered below. The English vowel sounds will be further discussed and interest will be laid  
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on the vowel sounds for this is the main areas in which this research paper is based. The English 

alphabets include:  

A B C D E F G H I J K L M  

N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z  

 

The English Consonants 

We are going to carefully examine the consonants of English language. Okeke (2007:17) 

described consonants thus:  

The consonant sounds are sounds which necessitate a closure or a  

narrowing of the speech tract, thereby resulting  əin friction. 

Onuigbo (2010:35) goes further to add that: 

A consonant is therefore a speech sound which is produced with the 

 obstruction of airstream. 

He further adds that the obstruction of air stream could be partial or total. There are 24 

distinctive consonant in English language, they are as follows: 

/p/   rip /rip/,   span /spæn/,     pin /pin/ 

/b/  bin /bin/,   bowl /bÖul/,     bow /ba /͘   

/t/  tin /tin/,   write /rait/,     toll /tÖ͘l/ 

/d/  dean /din/,   ride /raid/,     dove /dÖuv/ 

/k/ cane /kein/,   rick /rik/,     coal /kÖul/ 

/g/ gain /gein/,   rig /rig/,     goal /gÖul/ 

/m/ meat /mit/,   slimmer /slimÖ(r)/    sum /sǬm /  

/n/ neat /nit/,   sun /sǬn/,     sinner /sinÖ (r)/ 
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/ƪ/ sing /siƪ/,   bring /briƪ/,     ink /iƪk/ 

/f/ feel /fi:l/,   feet /fi:t/,     fine /fain/ 

/v/ view /vju:/,   veal /vi:l/,     vine /vain/ 

/ / thigh / ai/,   earth / :̡ /,     method /me ǝd/ 

/ð/ thy /ðai /,   thou /ðau/,     thine /ðain/ 

/ / ship / ip/,   sheet / i:t/,     fiction /fik n/ 

/z/ zip /zip/,   zeal /zi:l/,     zone /zÖ͘ n/ 

/s/ steal /sti:l/,    see /si:/,   peace /pi:s/ 

/ /̡ genre / a̡:nrÖ/,   measure /me Ö̡(r)/,  treasure /tre Ö̡(r)/ 

/h/  heat /hi:t/,    behave /biheiv/,  him /him/ 

/d /̡  pleasure /ple Ö̡(r)/,   badge /bÖed /̡,   cage /ceid /̡ 

/ts/ cheap /t ip/,    choice /t ois /,    chap /t æp/ 

/l/ leave /li:v/,    italic /itÖelik/   asleep /ǝsli:p/ 

/r/ rat /ræt/,    raw /r :̀/,    rude /ru:d/ 

/j/ yes /jes/,    yard /ja:d/,    Europe /JuÖrÖp/ 

/w/ wet /wet/,    wink /wiƪk/,    wear /weÖr/ 

The table below shows these consonants based on their placed and manner of articulation.  
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Manner of 

articulation/ 

Place of 

Articulation   

Plosives Affricate Fricative  Nasal  Approximant  

Bilabial 

Labio-dental  

Dental 

Alveolar 

Post-alveolar  

Palate-Alveolar 

Palatal  

Velar  

Glottal                                          

P,      b 

 

 

t,       d 

 

 

 

k,       g 

 

 

 

 

 

ts,      d  ̡

 

f,            v 

θ,          ð 

S,         z 

 

S,          ̡

 

 

h 

M 

n 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ŋ 

(w) 

 

 

l 

r 

 

 

j 

w 

 

(Okeke (2007:23), Onuigbo (2010: 37), Ojeniyi (1997:15) 

The English Vowels 

In the description of vowels, Ojeniyi (1996:30) 

Apart from lateral and approximants, all other resonant in English  

language. The description of vowels is not as easy as that of consonants.  

The reason is that vowel segments are made with open approximants  

involving little or no contact between articulations. 

The description of these vowels is not as easy as consonants because vowel classification is so 

technical. The vowels in English are classified into two main groups. The monothongs and the 

diphthongs. We also have the triphtongs which are not as common as the other two.  

The monophthongs are vowels that are singular and does not occur as a combination of two 

vowels. Roach (2000:21) points out that:  
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A vowel which remains constant and does not glide is called  pure vowel and 

 one of the most common pronunciation mistakes that results in a learner of  

English having a “foreign” accent is the production of pure vowels where a  

diphthong should be pronounced. 

The pure vowels or monothongs are classified into two main group. The long vowels and the 

long vowels and altogether, the vowels are twelve in number. They are:  

/i:/ - feel /fi:l/,    pea /pi:/,    beat /bi:t/ 

/i/ - fill /fil/,   bid /bid/,    big /big/ 

/e/ - fell /fel/,   bed /bed/,    pet /pet/ 

/æ/ - pan /pæn/,   hat /hæt/,    ban /bæn/ 

/a:/ - bard /ba:d/,   hard /ha:d/,   pass /pa:s/ 

/D/ - pot /PDt/,   cock/kDk/,    cod /kDd/ 

/ :̀/  - paw/p :̀/,   fall/f :̀l/ ,    warm /w :̀m/ 

/U/ - full /ful/,   hood/hud/,    pull /pul/ 

/U:/ - school /sku:l,   woo /wu:/,    loose /lu:s/ 

/Λ/ - Sum /SΛm/,   bud /bΛd/,   cut /cΛt/ 

/Ö:/ - learn /lÖ:rn/   heard /hÖ:d/,    earn /Ö:n/ 

/Ö/ - correct /kÖrekt/,  accept /Öksept/,  again /Ö̀gein/ 

(Fromkin et al (2011:208), Roach (2000:16) Ojeniyi (1997:31) 

A closer look at the pure vowels will be considered.  

A diagram of the pure vowel sounds.  
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Half Open 

Front    mid        back 

         Close     (i) i:                        u: (9) 

             (2) i      

      Half close   (3) Ҫ       u (8)  

 

                    Ö: (11) 

            

   (4) æ           Ö(12)          (7) 

                            

   Open                                                                      

                                                                                                                   ̀ (6)  

                                                                              a: (5)  

(Cruttender (2008:36), Onuigbo (2010:8) Roach (2000:14) 

A brief analysis of these vowels and their position in the chart. 

/i:/ It is a front, closed, unrounded vowel 

/i/ It is a front, half closed, unrounded vowel  

/e/ It is a front, half open, unrounded vowel  

/æ/ It is a front, open, unrounded vowel  

/a:/ It is back, half open, rounded vowel  

/ /̀ It is a back, half open, rounded vowel  

/ :̀/ It is a back, half open, rounded vowel  

/ u / It is a back close rounded vowel  

/u:/ It is a back close, rounded vowel  

(10) Λ 
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/ Λ / It is a central vowel  

/∂:/ It is a central vowel  

/∂/ It is a central vowel 

(Ojeniyi (1997:31 – 37) 

The Diphtongs are gotten as a combination of two vowels. Ojeniyi (1997:38) notes that 

diphthongs are usually very long vowels. Onuigbo (2010:20) asserts that:  

The diphthongs are vowels but they differ from the pure vowels 

Because their articulation involves a glide from one vowel quality 

to another. A diphthong is therefore a vowel which changes its 

quality in the process of its articulation. 

There are eight diphthongs in English, they are as follows:  

/ei/ pay /pei/,   fail /feil/,    again /Öôgein/ 

/Öu/ foe /fÖu/,   bode /bÖud/,    go /gÖu/ 

/ai/ file /fai/,   pie /pai/,    rice /rais/ 

/au/ foul /faul/,   pow /pau/,    cow /cau/ 

/ ì/  foil /f ìl/,   buoyed /b ìd/,    toy /t ì/ 

/iÖ/ peer /piÖr/,   beard /biÖd/,    here /hiÖ/ 

/uÖ/ poor /puÖ(r)/,   tour /tuÖ/,    your /yuÖ/ 

/eÖ/ pair /peÖr ,   bared /beÖd/,    air /eÖ/ 

The triphthongs are not familiar to most people because they are very difficult to recognize and 

pronounce. To this effect, Roach (2009:18) implies that: 

A triphthong is a glide from one vowel to another and then to a third, 

all produced rapidly and without interruption. 
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(a) ei +  ∂  = ei∂ 

(b) ai + ∂  = ai∂ 

(c) ì + ∂  = ì∂ 

(d) ∂u + ∂  = ∂u∂ 

(e) au + ∂  = au∂ 

 

a. ei∂  = Player/plei∂(r)/,   layer / lei∂(r)/,  

b. ai∂  = fire /fai∂/,    liar /lai∂(r)/, 

c. ì∂  = royal /r ì∂/,    loyal /l ì∂/   

d. ∂u∂  = mower /m∂u∂(r)/,   lower /l∂u∂(r)/ 

e. au∂  = our /au∂(r)/,   hour /hau∂(r)/,  power /pau∂(r)/ 

 

 

The Igbo Language 

The Igbo Language is a native language of the Igbo people, an ethnic group primarily located in 

the south eastern part of Nigeria. It was first written in the Latin script which was introduced by 

the British colonialists. There are over 20 Igbo dialects in Nigeria. A standard literary Igbo 

language was developed in 1972 based on the Owerri (Isuama) and the Umuahia (Ohuhu) 

dialects. Igbo is also a recognized minority language of Equatorial guinea.  

The first book to publish Igbo words was “History of the Evangelistic mission of the Brothers of 

the Carribean”. The German version is “Geschicticder Evangelischen Bruder auf den 

carribischen”, by a German missionary G.C.A Oldendrop which was published in 1977. The 

first book in Igbo is “Isoama Igbo” was published in 1857 by Samuel Ajayi Crowther, an ex-

slave and teacher who was an outstanding African linguist, leader and Africa‟s first Anglican 

Bishop.  
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With the devastating effect of the Atlantic slave trade, Igbo was consequently spread by enslaved 

Igbo individuals, throughout slave colonies in America. These colonies include “The United 

States, Dominica Republic, Jamaica, Barbados and the Bahamas, among many other countries.  

The Igbo Alphabets 

The Igbo alphabets and their transcriptions. There are 36 alphabets of the Igbo language in 

general. They are:  

a b ch d e f g gb gh gw h i i 

j k kp kw l m n n nw ny o o p 

r s sh t u u v w y z 

The Igbo alphabets and its transcription 

a /a/  h /h/  nw /nw/    u /u/ 

b /b/  i /i/  ny /n/    u /u/ 

ch /ts/  i /i/  n /n/    v /v/ 

a /a/  j /dz/  o /o/    w /w/ 

e /e/  k /k/  o /Ↄ:/    y /j/ 

f /f/  kp /h-kp/  p /p/    z /z/ 

g /g/  kw /kw/  r /j/ 

gb /ƥ-ĝb/  l /l/  s /s/ 

gh /y/  m /m/  sh / / 

gw /gw/  n /n/  t /t/ 

 

The consonant of the Igbo language is called mgbochiume. Ngoesi (2004:24) notes that: 
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Mgbochiume bu mkpuru udaasusu a na-enwe mgbochi „ikuku 

so mkpoputa ha site na mmetuko o gan okwu na ibe ya. 

Translation: 

A consonant is a word that have obstruction of air as a result of one  

organ of speech coming in contact with the other during pronunciation. 

The Igbo consonants are classified into two divisions. They are:  

(a) Udamputa (voiced)  - b d g gb gh gw  

     j l m n n nw 

     ny r v w y z 

(b) Udaogbi (voiceless)  ch f h k kp kw 

     p s sh t 

 

IHE OSISE MAKA IJI GOSI UDI NA EBE MKPOPUTA MGBOCHIUME DI ICHE 

ICHE  

Translation:  

A DIAGRAM SHOWING THE MANNER AND PLACE OF ARTICULATION OF THE 

DIFFERENT CONSONANTS. 
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   Ebe mkpoputa ha 

 

 

 

 

Ude mkpoputa ha E
g
b

u
g
b

er
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o
n

u
  

E
g
b

u
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b

er
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o
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u
 

n
a
 

ez
e
 

E
g
b

u
g
b

er
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n
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k
p

o
 

A
k

p
o
  

A
n

y
u

ru
  

A
k

p
o
 i

m
e 

A
n

y
u

ru
 n

a
 a

k
p

o
  

A
k

p
ir

i 
(E

k
o
) 

Udaike ndaputa  P  b   gw  kw  t    d k  g    

Udaike ndakpu  gb   

kp 

       

Udarii     r    

Udayii    W    y   

Udaimi  M  nw  ny  n  N   

Udashii   fv    s  z gh  sh  h  

Udachii        ch   j   

Udalii     l    

 

(Ofomata (2010:109) Ngoesi (2004:28) 

The Vowels of Igbo Language  

There are eight vowels of Igbo language. They are known as udaume. Ngoesi (2004:19) 

elaborated that:  

Udaume bu mkpuru udasusu eji nkuputa ume 

akpoputa n‟enweghi mgbochi n‟oghere onu. 

Translation: 

A vowel is a sound that is pronounced while breathing out and  

does not have any obstruction from the lips.  

The vowels are: 
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a e i  ˁ o  u   

Enwere udaume mfe na udaume aro. Ha abuo di ano n‟onu ogugu.  

Translation: There are two divisions of vowels. They are light vowels and heavy vowel and they 

are four each in number.  

(a) Udaume mfe (light vowels)  = a  ˁ   

(b) Udaume aro (heavy vowels) = e i o u 

Enwere odidi udaume abuo n‟Igbo. Ha bu udaume ihu onu na udaume azu onu.  

Translation: There are two types of vowels. They are the front vowels and the back vowels.  

(a) Udaume ihu onu (front vowels) = i a  ˁe 

 Ofomata (2004:3) kwuru si na:  

ihe mere eji akpo udaume ndia udaume ihu onu  bu maka a na-akpoputa ha,  

uda ha n‟esi n‟onu ghere  oghe nke oma mere na-aputa. 

Translation: The reason why they are called front vowels is because when pronunciation of 

these vowels takes place, then sound comes out of the mouth that is wide open. 

(b) Udaume azu onu  (Back vowels)  -  o u  

Ofomata (2004:3) kwukwara si na: 

Ihe mere eji akpo ha udaume azu onu bu maka, a na-akpoputa ha, 

mkpuruedemede ha na-esi n‟azu ime onu ghere oghe were na-adaputa. 

Translation: The reason they are called back vowel is because during pronunciation, their sound 

comes from the back of the mouth that is already open.  

IHE OSISE IJI GOSI UDAUME DI ICHE ICHE  

Translation: Diagram showing the different vowels.  

 

Ntachi 
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Udamfe  
¦ŘŀǳƳŜ ƻǘǳ ΨŀΩ 

Nghetu  
  a         

e  
O  

Ntachitu  

Udaar   
¦ŘŀǳƳŜ ƻǘǳ ΨŜΩ 

Nghezu  

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

( Ngoesi (2004:20), Ofomata (2004:15) 

Mkpoputa ha dum – The manner and place of articulation.  

/i/ bu udaume ihu keelu, kentachi na kenjasa 

 Is an up front, closed, unrounded vowel  

/ /ˁ bu udaume ihu keelu kentachitu na kenjasa  

 Is an up front, half closed, unrounded vowel  

/e/ bu udaume ihu keala, kenghetu na kenjasa 

 Is a down front, half open, unrounded vowel  

Ihu (njasa) Azu (oroghoro) 

u  ˁ  
i 
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/a/ bu udaume ihu keala, kenghezu na kenjasa  

 Is a down front, open unrounded vowel  

/u/ bu udaume azu keelu, kentachi na ke oroghoro  

 Is an up back closed rounded vowel  

/ / bu udaume azu keelu, kenghetu na keoroghoro  

 Is an up back, half open, rounded vowel  

/o/ bu udaume azu keela, kentachitu na keooroghoro  

 Is a down back, half closed, rounded vowel  

/ / bu udaume azu keala, kenghetu na keoroghoro  

 Is a down back, open rounded vowel  

Examples of the Igbo vowel and words where they occur.  

/i/ imeela (thanks)  isi (head)  ike (bottom) 

/ /ˁ Ifunanya (love)  aririo (beg) 

/e/ ekwe (wooden gong)   igwe (king)   rie (eat) 

/a/ akwukwo (book)  

/u/ udo (peace) 

/ / ziza (hot leaf)   s  (bat)    lo (house) 

/o/ ose (pepper) 

/ / ọkukọ (hen)   ọsọ (run)  ọru (work) 

 

The diphthongs which is known in Igbo language as udamkpi. Ngoesi (2004:20) adds that:  
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Udamkpi bu udaume abuo jikotara aka nwee otu uda ka  

aga-asi na ha bu otu udaume. 

Translation:  A diphthong is a combination of two vowels that produces one sound as if it is just 

one vowel.  

Enwere udamkpi isi na-asusu Igbo. Ha bu  

Translation: There are six diphthongs of Igbo language, they are:  

/ia/, /ie/, /io/, / /ˁ, / /, /uo/ 

(1) /ia/ pia (press)   bia (come),   okorobia (youth) 

(2) /ie/ merie (win),   Ehihie (afternoon)  uhie (red) 

(3) /io/ hiochapu (squeeze) 

(4) / /ˁ arir  ˁ(beg),   ch  ˁ(want) 

(5) / / r  /build/  ` m  (deliver)  kp  (mould) 

(6) /uo/ zogbuo (kill),  suo (pound) 

Contractive Analysis 

This is a general approach to the investigation of language as carried out in certain areas of 

applied linguistics such as foreign language teaching and learning , even the translation  of 

foreign language. In the contractive analysis of two languages, the points of structural 

differences are identified and they are then studied as areas of potential difficulties (interference) 

in foreign language learning. The claim that these differences are the source of difficulties in a 

second or foreign language learning and thus govern the progress of the learner is called 

Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis. Bernhardt and kamil (2006: 180) note that: 

The contrastive analysis hypothesis (CAH) assumed that structural  

Difference between two language represented difficulties are areas  

predictable error, sources, whereas structural similarities facilities the  

development of L2 

According to Lado (1957:72) 
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Contrastive analysis is defined as a tool to aid second  

language Teaching and learning. 

Contrastive analysis is the careful study of languages with intention of comparing and 

contrasting their forms. Adejumobi (2006:20) went ahead to add that: 

The phenomenon of interference makes it imperative for applied linguistic to 

 compare L1 of the learner with the L2, so as to discover what learning  

problems to expect. This comparison is called contrastive analysis. It  

compares two languages In order to spot those mismatches that would  

predictable give rise to error and interference. 

This definition makes one understand that the study of contrastive analysis is very important 

because it readily and beforehand point out the errors that the learner and the teacher in language 

pedagogy should expect in the acquisition of a second language and this study helps the teacher 

and learners to start in time to tackle those errors that would predictably arise. 

The study of contrastive analysis compares L1 and L2, then a prediction is made on the basis of 

certain features that are present in the L2 but not in L1. It talks about the differences and the 

similarities between two languages, that is the first language and the target language. Contrastive 

analysis studies how languages interfere with one another. 

Transfer is the influence resulting from similarities and Differences between  

the target language and any other language that has been previously  

(and perhaps) imperfectly acquired. 

In the definition, language transfer describes the Phenomenon of influence between the existing 

L1 knowledge and the development of L2. Transfer could take either positive or negative form. 

Bernhardt and Kamil (2006: 180) added that: 

Transfer can take both a positive, facilitating manifestation and negative  

manifestation which is marked by interference, errors or over use of  

certain form. 
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This definition goes a long way in asserting that the positive transfer are those structures that 

facilitates the easy learning process of the learner, that is those  similarities  between the two 

languages does not constitute much problems for the learner. The negative transfers are those 

errors or source of differences between the two languages that would constitute difficulties to the 

learner. The basic of contrastive analysis is to first write the description of the particular features 

or syntax of the language. The comparison is then made between these two languages, nothing 

then similarities and then differences. It is also important to note that contrastive analysis cannot 

completely solve all the problems encountered by a person in the acquisition of a second 

language, where the knowledge of the first language has already been acquired. The study of 

contrastive analysis helps the teacher or the researcher to make the prediction of those errors that 

the learner should expect and is or likely to encounter. It also talks about the differences between 

the two languages and those differences also tell the researcher or the learner those problems to 

expect and help them guide against the expected errors. 

 

Advantages of Contrastive Analysis 

1. Contrastive analysis predicts problems that occur or a result of interferences from the 

native language or first language when learning a second language or a foreign language. 

2. Contrastive analysis predicts the error that the learners make by identifying the linguistic 

difference between two languages and give the reaches advanced learners in the teaching 

and the learning of the second language. 

3. Contrastive analysis helps to spot the differences between two languages and give the 

reason for such differences. 

4. Contrastive analysis predicts errors that learners will encounter and also proffer ways to 

get materials for teaching the learner before the learning begins and also before the 

learner make such errors.  

5.  Contrastive Analysis is known the best approach for detecting errors between two 

languages. 
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6.     Contrastive Analysis serves as bedrock to the practical aspect of applied linguistic. It 

often provides language consciousness in terms of comparison. 

7.    Contrastive Analysis helps the teacher in guiding against errors. It guides the learners 

ahead against those errors that the student is likely to encounter during the learning 

process.  

Disadvantages of Contrastive Analysis 

1. The study of Contrastive Analysis takes too much time to conduct because this is a study 

or investigation that needs proper devotion of time and if it is done in a hurry, it could 

end up giving inaccurate result. 

2. Contrastive Analysis gives rise to error analysis because it is through the study of 

Contrastive Analysis that those errors are predicted and this raises the issue of error 

analysis. 

3. Contrastive Analysis predicts some problems which in effect never show up in the 

learner‟s production while failing to predict other errors that actually do occur.  

4. The study of Contrastive Analysis could yield poor result, if it is not done accurately. It 

could end up not giving us the exact chances for detecting such mismatches between two 

languages.  

(Hawking and Lazano (2006; 93),  Bernhardt and Kamil  (2006: 129),  Shekan 

(2006: 350) 

Interference 

Interference is a term used to refer to a situation where two languages overlap. When this 

happen, interference occur because those two languages have their different forms and their 

structures are also distinct from one another. The linguistic features of one are transferred into 

the other and vice versa. Tarone (2006: 134) had this to say;  

Prior to the development of inter language, contractive Analysis has 

predicted that the second language learners‟ language was shaped solely 

by transfer from the native language, because this was assumed to be so, a 

good Contrastive analysis of NL and TL could accurately predict all the 
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difficulties that learner could encounter in trying to learn the TL (Target 

Language). 

The linguistic feature of one language is transferred into the other language. For example, Igbo 

language and English Language are two different languages that overlap in an attempt by an Igbo 

bilingual to speak the English language because the structure of Igbo language in terms of 

Grammar, Lexis, Phonetics and Phonology, etc. are transferred into those of the English 

language. This shows that interference can occur at all the level of Linguistic analysis. 

Interference from learner‟s native language is a source of error in the acquisition of a second 

language. The full knowledge of interference is only discussed purely when the knowledge of L1 

in now coming in the way of L2, thereby making it difficult for a person to learn a second 

language or foreign language. It refers to those instances in the speech of a bilingual or a multi-

lingual as a result of familiarities with more than one language. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Introduction:  

This chapter presents the research procedures. Here, details on the designs and methods used in 

collecting data for the purpose of the research are scripted and they include the instruments used, 

the population for the research, the method of data collection and representation of data analysis.      

 

Research Design  

Survey research is adopted for this study. Asika (2005: 13) defined a survey research as: 

Survey research focus on the population of the universe. Data are  

Collected for extensive study and analysis. 

With the use of survey, data are collected for the sole aim of comparing and contrasting the 

vowels of Igbo language and that of English language. It also seek to decipher whether the 

differences and similarities between this two vowels retards or enhances the acquisition of 

English language by a native speaker of Igbo language.  

 

Method of Data Collection.  

The method employed in the collection of the data for this research study is the use of primary 

data that is gotten from primary sources. According to Krisnaswamy et el (2006: 32) 

The procedures used for the collection of Primary data in a research study 

are those of the research types like, the interviews of several kinds, 

questionnaire mail survey, observation of phenomenon/ subject and special 

purpose like videos/audios, recording/projective method.  

The research also made use of secondary level which is gotten from secondary sources, 

Krismanwamy et el (2006: 32). Went further to add: 
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Secondary data is generated for purpose order than for solving the 

problems and study. The data is available in published research Journals, 

reports, log books opened to the Public in libraries. Computer search of 

data sources and the world wide web (www) 

Thus, in the course of this research work, the researcher through secondary sources made use of 

direct lifting of extracts from textbooks, dictionaries, and the encyclopedia.  

Population and Sampling Techniques 

The target population for this research study is the 100 level, 200 level, and 300 level students of 

the English department and Mass Communication department in Caritas University, Amorji 

Nike, Enugu State. The selected students were Igbo native speakers who also use English 

language as their second language.  

Research Instruments 

 The instruments used in gathering data for this research study include,  

(a) Observation and Note Taking : This involves a careful and personal observation of the 

way Igbo language native speakers who also use English pronounce words. When this is 

done, the note taking procedures follows. It is through the note taking procedure that 

those errors and mismatches observed by the researcher are taken down for further 

analysis. 

(b) Tape Recoding: This method involves the use of a recording device to record the 

conversations of Igbo language speaker who also use the English language as a second 

language for further analysis. 

Method of data Presentation 

Information (data) collection from both the Primary and Secondary sources will be analyzed and 

presented. The interpretation of data that have already been presented will be clearly shown in 

tables for further clarification. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

This chapter deals with the presentation of data collected in the course of this study. Tables are 

used in presenting the data and to make contrasting easier. The research questions of this study 

are also discussed in this chapter.  

Table One:  

A tabular presentation of the Igbo and English vowels. Before starting off, the researcher 

presents a contrastive analysis of the vowels of Igbo and English.  

S/N ENGLISH VOWELS  IGBO VOWELS  

1 /i:/  

 - /ị/ 

2 /i/ /i/ 

3 /e/ /e/ 

4 / æ / / a/ 

5 / a:/ - 
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6 / /̀ / / 

7 / :̀/ - 

  /u/ 

8 /u/ / / 

 - - 

9 /u:/ /o/  

  - 

10 / Λ / - 

11 / :̡/ - 

12 /Ö/ - 

 - /ia/ 

  /ie/ 

  /io/ 

  /ịọ/ 

  / / 

  /uo/ 

13 /ei/ - 

14 /Öu/ - 

15 /ai/ - 

16 /au/ - 

17 / ì/ - 

18 /iÖ/ - 

19 /uÖ/ - 

20 /eÖ/ - 

21 /eiÖ/ - 

22 /aiÖ/ - 

23 / ìȉ/ - 

24 /Öuȉ/ - 

25 /auÖ/ - 
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From table 1 above, we can see that:  

(i) There are some vowel sounds in English language that are absent in Igbo language and 

there are also some vowels in Igbo that are absent in English.  

(ii) The English vowel sounds are more in number than the Igbo vowel sounds.  

(iii) There are no long vowels in the Igbo vowel sounds.  

(iv) The English language does not have the light and heavy vowels which are referred to as 

udaume mfe and udaume aro respectively in Igbo language.  

(v) In English vowel sounds, there is a glide upwards to form the diphthongs while the Igbo 

vowel sounds, the gliding take place downwards to form the diphthongs.  

As a result of these differences, an Igbo native speaker will now replace those vowels in English 

language that are absent in Igbo language with any vowel in Igbo language that is nearest to that 

vowel in then pronunciation.  

Examples of words where these vowel sounds are mismatched include:  

(1) / :̡/ and / :̀/ →  / /   

 Work /w :̡k/ walk /w :̀k/     -  *w k* 

He has gone to work in the farm  

I went to walk to the saloon  

In this example above, some Igbo native speakers tend to pronounce both underlined words as 

work /wok/ and walk /wok/ because the vowels / :̡/ and / :̀/ are not represented in the Igbo 

vowel. So, they replace the vowel sounds with the /ọ/ which is nearest to it in pronunciation.  

2. / :̡/ and /e/  → /e/ 

 Heard /h :̡d/  head /hed/       -      *hed* 
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 She heard everything her dad said  

 My head aches  

Some Igbo native speakers do pronounce both words as /hed/ because the /e/ sound is 

represented in the Igbo vowel sound but the / :̡/ sound is not represented. So, some Igbo native 

speakers will replace / :̡/ with /e/. 

3. / :̀/ and / :̡/  → / / 

 Cause /k :̀z/  curse /k :̡s/ -     *K s* 

Mr. Tolu is the cause of this trouble 

Only prayers can wipe that curse away.  

The vowel sounds / :̀/ and / :̡/ are represented in the Igbo vowel sounds. Therefore, it is noticed 

from the observations of the researcher that some Igbo native speakers replaces both words with 

/ / which is closest to these vowels in pronunciation.  

4. /æ/ and /a:/  → / /  

 Wrath /ræ /  rot /ra:t/   - *r t* 

 The wrath of God is deadly  

 The food was left to rot  

From table 1 above, it can be seen that the /æ/ sound of English vowel is pronounced as the /a/ 

sound of Igbo vowel sound but the /a:/ sound is not present in the Igbo vowel sound. So, in this 

instance, some Igbo native speakers replace both vowel sounds with the / / sound which is 

nearest to the vowel sounds in pronunciation.  

(5) /ei/ and / :̡/ → /e/ 
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 ate /eit/ earth / :̡ /      - *et*  

 Jonah ate the food  

The earth is one of the nine planets.  

From the researcher‟s observations, some Igbo native speakers will replace both vowel sounds 

/ei/ and / :̡/ as /e/ which is present in the Igbo vowel sound and also nearest to these two vowel 

sounds in pronunciation.  

6. / :̀/ and /Λ/ →    / /  

 Caught /k :̀t/  cut /kΛt/     -  *c t* 

 Ugonna caught the thief  

 Miriam cut her brother with a razor.  

The vowel sounds / :̀/ and /Λ/ are not present in the Igbo vowel sounds. Some Igbo native 

speaker ten to replace the vowel sounds with / /. 

7. /iÖ/ and /eÖ/    → /ia/ 

 Dear /diÖ(r)/   Dare /DeÖ(r)/   - *diar* 

 My grandfather was very dear to me before he died.  

 We had to dare Nkechi to walk around naked.  

The diphthongs above are not present in the Igbo vowel sounds. Therefore, they are replaced 

with the diphthong /ia/ in the Igbo vowel sound.  

8. /a:/  and / :̀/  → /a/ 

 bard /ba:d/  bald /b :̀ld/ - *bad*  
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 Ugochukwu is a young talented bard  

 Mr. Jonhson is a bald man.  

From table 1 above, it can be observed that the two long vowels /a:/ and / :̀/ are not present in 

the Igbo vowel sound because the Igbo vowel sounds does not have long vowels. So, some Igbo 

native speakers would now replace those long vowels with the /a/ vowel sound in the Igbo 

vowel.  

9. / :̡/ and / :̀/   → / /  

 worm /w :̡m/ warm /w :̀m/  -     *w m* 

Joe‟s pawpaw is full of worms  

The weather is so warm  

As earlier stated, these two vowels are not present in the Igbo vowels and are replaced with the 

/ / sound which is nearest to the two vowels in pronunciation.  

10. /Λ / and /Λ /   →  

Sun /s Ǭn/  son /s Ǭn/   -   * *  

The sun is scorching 

The name of Mr. Akang‟s son is Taiwo  

The vowel sounds of these two words are the same but they cannot be pronounced properly by 

the Igbo native speaker because the /Λ/ sound is not present in the Igbo vowel sound. Therefore, 

they are replaced with the / / sound.  

11. /ei/ /ei/ → /e/ 

 Maid /meid/   made /meid/    - *med* 
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 Her house maid has gone back home  

 My mom made that dress specially for me.  

In English, the diphthong are the same for these two words but because it is not present in the 

Igbo vowel sound, some Igbo native speakers will replace these diphthongs with the /e/ sound of 

the Igbo language.  

12. / :̀/ and / :̡/    ͝  

 Born /b :̀Ǭ/ burn /b :̡ n/   -  * b n*  

 He was born deaf  

She was asked to burn waste papers.  

In this example, it can be deduced that some Igbo native speakers are earlier mentioned will 

replace these vowel sounds with the / / sound which is nearest to the vowel sounds in 

pronunciation.  

13. / :̀/  and / Ǭ/     ͝  

 bought /b :̀ t/  but /b  Ǭt/     -     * b t*   

 Ikenna bought the latest jeep in town  

 she is kind but her carelessness spoilt her. 

The / :̀/ and /a/ vowel sounds are not present in the Igbo vowel sounds. From the researcher‟s 

observations, it can be seen that these two vowel sounds are replaced with the / / in Igbo vowel.  

14. /i:/ and /i/ → /i/ 

 cheap /tsi:p/ chip /tsip/   - *chip*  
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 the house is very cheap  

 these pots chip easily 

from the example above, it can be seen that the long /i:/ vowel and the short /i/ are replaced with 

the /i/ in Igbo vowel because the /i:/ vowel sound which is a long vowel not present in Igbo 

vowel sound but the /i/ sound which is a short vowel is present in the Igbo vowel sound.  

15. /  Ǭ/ and /a:/     ͝  

 gut /g Ǭt/  got /g a: t/     -   * *  

Ada has a lot of guts  

I‟ve got a house here in Enugu.  

These two vowels are not present in the Igbo vowel sounds. So, some Igbo native speakers tend 

to replace the /Λ/ and sound with the / / in the Igbo vowel sound.  

Examples of some other words, their transcription and the Igbo representation of these vowel 

sounds are shown in table 2.  

Table two  

Words with short vowels  Words with long vowels  Represented by the Igbo 

native speakers  

Ban /b æn/  Barn /b a: n/  /a/  

Shot /s t̀/  Short /s :̀ t/   

Cat /k æt/  Cart /k a: t/  /a/  

Hit  /h it/  Heat /h i: t/  /i/  

Pull  /p ul/  Pool  /p u: /  /u/  

Wool  /w ul/  Wool /w u: l/  /u/  

Hot  /h t̀/  Hurt /h :̡ t/   

Dim /d im/  Deem /d i: m/  /i/  
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Sick  /s ik/  Seek  /s i: k/  /i/  

Lip  /l ip/  Leap  /l i: p/  /i/  

Sin  /s in/  Seen /s i: n/  /i/  

Gut  /g Ǭt/  Got /g a: t/   

 

From the tables above, it can be deduced that the Igbo vowel sounds does not have the /u:/ /a:/ 

/ :̡/ / :̀/  /Λ/ and /i/ and diphthongs which are all present in the English language. The Igbo 

vowel sounds do not  have long vowels. Therefore, the absences of these vowel sounds 

sometimes do create pronunciation difficulties for the Igbo native speakers learning English.  

Therefore, they use the vowel sounds that are close to those vowel sounds from their mother 

tongue and this often lead to substitution and neutralization, such that there is no distinction 

between two words that have almost the same sounds. 

Table three  

A tabular presentation of both the Igbo and English vowels and their positions on the vowel 

chart. 

 The English pure vowels and it position 

on the vowel chart  

The Igbo pure vowels and its position on the 

vowel chart 

1 /i:/ the front closed unrounded vowel   - 

  /i/ udaume ihu keelu kintachitu na kenjasa  

Translation – up, front, half closed, 

unrounded vowel  

2 /i/ The front half closed unrounded vowel  /i/ udaume ihu keelu kentachi na kenjasa  

Translation – up front, closed unrounded 

vowel  

3 /e/ the front half open unrounded vowel  /e/ udaume ihu keala, kenghetu na kenjasa  

Translation – Down front, half open 

unrounded vowel  

4 /æ/ front open, unrounded vowel  /a/ udaume ihu keala, etiti, kenghezu na 
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kenjasa  

Translation – Down front, middle open 

unrounded vowel.  

5 /a:/ - A back, open rounded vowel    

6 / /̀ A back, half open rounded vowel  / / - udaume azukeala, kenghezu na 

kenroghoro  

Translation – Down back open, rounded 

vowel 

7 / :̀/ A back, half open rounded vowel   

8 /u/ - A back close rounded vowel  /u/ - udaume azukeelu kentachi na 

kenroghoro. 

Translation – up back, closed rounded 

vowel  

9 /u:/ A back close rounded vowel    

  /u/ udaume azu keala, kentachitu na 

keoroghoro  

Translation – Down back, half open, 

rounded vowel  

10 /Λ/ It is a central vowel   

  /o/ udaume azu keelu kemghetuna 

keoroghoro  

11 / :̡ / It is a central vowel   

12 /Ö/ it is a central vowel   

 

From table 2 above, it shows that the Igbo vowel sounds have some basic differences with the 

English vowel sounds. The Igbo vowel sound is classified into the up and down vowels, known 

as udaume keelu na udaume keala. This is shown in terms of their differences but these vowels 

still share certain similarities which include:  

(a) The English vowel sound has the open vowel which are also present in the Igbo 

vowel sound and shown as udaume Nghezu (open vowels). The open vowels in 
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English include (æ) and /a:/, while in Igbo vowel sounds, udaume Nghezu include /Λ/ 

/ /  

(b) Both English and Igbo vowels have the half open vowels which are called udaume 

Nghetu in Igbo vowels. The half open vowels in English include /e/ / /̀ / :̀/.  In 

Igbo, udaume Nghetu include: /e/ /o/.  

(c) The English and the Igbo vowel sounds have the half closed vowels which is called 

udaume Ntachitu in Igbo vowels. The half closed vowels in English include /i/ and in 

Igbo, udaume Ntachitu include /ị/ / /. 

(d) Both the English and Igbo vowels have the closed vowels which are called udaume 

Ntachi in Igbo vowels. The closed vowels in English include /i:/ /u/ / /.  

(e) The English vowel sounds shave the front and back vowels which is also found in 

Igbo vowel sound and known as udaume ihu na azu respectively.  

 

Research Questions  

This research work is set to answer the following  questions which have come up in the course of 

this research work.  

(1) Are there the same number of vowel sounds both in Igbo and English language?  

From the table 1, it can be seen that the English and Igbo vowels are not equal in number. The 

English pure vowel sounds (monothongs) have 12 vowels while the Igbo pure vowel sounds 

(udaume) have 8 vowel sounds. The English vowel sounds is made up of diphthongs while the 

Igbo vowel sounds have udamkpi. The English vowel sounds have the triphthongs. So, the 

English vowel sounds have a total of 25 vowel sounds while the Igbo vowel sounds have 12 

vowel sounds in general.  

(2) Does the differences in the vowels of Igbo and English language cause interferences?  

The definition of interference as stated earlier has already shown that it occurs when two 

languages overlap and it takes place as a result of the differences between two languages. From 

the tables above, the differences between the vowels of Igbo and English language causes 

interference. Interference takes place when a learner tries to acquire another language because 
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the language he is already familiar with and the language he is trying to learn must have some 

differences. Table 1 has clearly shown that the differences in this vowel sounds causes 

interference because there are some vowels that are present in English language and are not in 

Igbo language and vice versa. So, these vowels are sometimes substituted with those vowels that 

are closest to them in Igbo language. Table 2 has also shown that because of these differences in 

vowel sounds, an Igbo native speaker will pronounce two words that sound alike the same way 

because the vowel sound is not present in the Igbo vowel sound.  

When this happens, the issue of interference comes in because the first language has already 

interfered with the acquisition of a second language.  

(3)  What caused mispronunciation of vowel sounds in both Igbo and English language? 

Mispronunciation is mostly common when a learner who is already acquainted with a first 

language tries to acquire a second language. It is only normal that mispronunciation must take 

place especially in the early stage of the acquisition process.  

From personal observations, mispronunciation occurs as a result of the differences in the vowel 

sounds of both Igbo and English language.  

Examples include:  

Cause /k :̀z/ and curse /k :̡s/ which is pronounced by an Igbo native speaker as /kos/  

- bard /ba:d/ and bald /b :̀ld/, which is pronounced by an Igbo native speaker as /bad/. 

This happens because since the Igbo vowel sounds does not have long vowels, some Igbo native 

speakers will replace the long vowels with Igbo vowels closest to those long vowels. So, the 

cause of the mispronunciation of vowel sounds is as a result of the differences in vowel sounds.  

(4) Is this mispronunciation of vowel sounds common amongst all Igbo speakers? 

In the course of this study, the researcher observed that the mispronunciation of these vowel 

sounds does not occur among all Igbo speakers because the Igbo speakers that are more learned 

in most cases do not make these mistakes.  
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(5)  Is it all the Igbo speakers who learn English as a second language that tend to 

mispronounce the vowel sounds when present in words?  

From the researcher‟s observations, the mispronunciation occurs mostly among people who are 

not yet fully academically sound. Among the Igbo speakers, one cannot compare the way a 

professor or a graduate speaks with the way a school drop-out or a barrow pusher speaks, 

because their educational attainment differs. In the course of the researcher‟s observations, this 

mispronunciation among the 300 level students is minimal when compared with that of the 100 

level and 200 level students, because the more advanced a learner is, the lesser the mismatches 

and errors. Therefore, it is not all Igbo speakers who learn the English language that tend to 

mispronounce those vowel sounds.  

(6)  What are the implications of the similarities between these vowels?  

From table 3, it can be seen that these two vowels share certain similarities like the front vowels, 

half closed, half open, open, rounded and unrounded vowels. The implication of these 

similarities is that because of these similarities they share, pronunciation of certain words which 

have these similarities will not create many problems for the Igbo native speaker who uses 

English language as a second language. Examples include:  

(a) Ban /bæn/ pronounced by the Igbo speaker as /ban/ 

(b) Men /men/ pronounced by the Igbo speaker as /men/ 

(c) Wool /wul/ pronounced by the Igbo speaker as /wul/ 

(d) Cart /ka:t/ pronounced by the Igbo speaker as /kat/ 

(e) Bed /bed/ pronounced by the Igbo speaker as /bed/ 

 

From these examples above, it can be seen that the pronunciation of these words will not create 

much pronunciation difficulties for the Igbo native speaker who is learning the English language 

as a second language because the similarities gives room for positive transfer. 

(7)  What are the implications of the differences between these vowels?  
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The differences in the vowels of Igbo and English language are the main reason why there are 

pronunciation difficulties. Table 3 has shown that the Igbo vowels have the up and down vowels 

(keelu and keala) while the English vowels have the long vowels while the Igbo vowel does not. 

All these cause pronunciation difficulties because the heavy vowels of Igbo are not as long as the 

long vowels of English language and when there long vowels occur in a word, some Igbo native 

speakers will substitute the vowels with vowels in the Igbo language that is nearest to those 

vowels in pronunciation. The differences cause the negative transfer. 

Table one has also shown that the Igbo vowel sounds does not have the triphtongs. This will as 

usual causes pronunciation difficulties. For example,  

(i) /auÖ/   power /pauÖ(r)/.  

Some Igbo native speakers tend to pronounce the above word as *pawa*.  

(2) /aiÖ/ fire /faiÖ/ and liar /laiÖ/ 

Some Igbo native speakers tend to pronounce the above word as *laya*.  

3. /eiÖ/ layer /leiÖ(r)/ 

Some Igbo native speakers tend to pronounce the above word as *leya*.  

(8)  What are those interference that occur among the learners in the acquisition of a second 

language?  

The interference that occurs among learners in the acquisition of a second language is as a result 

of the differences in the vowel sounds. Interference occurs when the learners try to transfer the 

knowledge of the first language to the second language learning and this creates 

mispronunciation. The problem of interference occurs when a learner that is already acquainted 

with a first language tries to acquire a second language. The differences in this vowel sounds are 

the main reasons why the substitution of certain vowel sounds occur.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS. 

In the last chapter of this research work, which is a brief summary of all that was done in the 

previous chapters, will be given. This includes the conclusion of the research work and 

recommendations based on research findings are stipulated. 

Summary of Findings 

This research study shows a contrastive analysis of the vowels of Igbo and English language. 

The researcher has through this work proven that the Igbo native speaker who is learning the 

English language as a second language encounters some difficulties. The following are some of 

the findings made by the researcher. 

(a) The similarities between the vowels of Igbo and that of English language creates room 

for the positive transfer , which makes it easy for a second language learner to acquire the 

English language. 

(b) The differences between these vowels cause the negative transfer which retards the 

learning process of an Igbo native speaker trying to acquire the English language. 

(c) The researcher has found out in some cases, the learned Igbo speakers tend to also make 

these errors and mismatches. 

(d) In the course of this research work, it is observed that the Igbo native speaker often 

substitute those vowels that are present in the English language but absent in the Igbo 
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language with any of the Igbo vowels nearest to those missing vowels sounds during 

pronunciation. 

(e) The researcher observed that the heavy vowels of Igbo (udaume aro) are not as long as 

the long vowels of English language. 

(f) Those differences in the vowel sounds tend to pose a huge problem to the native Igbo 

learning the English language and it causes some pronunciation difficulties. 

(g) The researcher also observed that the Igbo language do not have the middle or central 

vowels. 

(h) The Igbo language has the heavy and light vowels, known as udaume aro and udaume 

mfe respectively and the English vowels do not have them. 

(i) The researcher further observed that those places where those middle vowels occur are 

the major places where these pronunciation difficulties and substitution occurs to the Igbo 

native speaker.  

Conclusion 

This study has shown that in as much as the vowels of Igbo and English language are different, 

the problem of interference must occur in which the learner tries to transfer the knowledge of the 

first language into the acquisition of a second language and this will in turn lead to pronunciation 

difficulties on the part of the learner. The study of contrastive analysis serves as a bedrock which 

predicts  errors that a learner is bound to encounter in the learning process and therefore helps to 

guide the learners, teachers , linguists and other researchers who have interest in the study of 

language on how to tackle those problems that occurs in teaching and learning situation. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

As a result of the findings in this research work, the researcher made some recommendations 

which include;  

× That the study of contrastive analysis as a course in the higher institution be introduced, 

so that learners and language teachers could be more enlightened on the study. 

× The government of the day, school managers, stake holders should make available well 

equipped language laboratories so that the teaching and learning of languages be made 

easy for teachers and learners. 
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× The teachers teaching phonology be more vast in the field and in the use of Contrastive 

Analysis in comparing sounds of the local and international languages and in helping the 

students and learners in guiding them against those errors that the study of Contrastive 

Analysis has predicted.. 

× Because of time and space constrictions, the researcher was able to carry out a contrastive 

analysis on only the vowels of Igbo and English language. Therefore, the researcher 

recommends that the contrastive analysis be carried out by future researchers. 

× That those areas of differences be taught more often in the classrooms or in the 

laboratories because that is the main point of difficulties that contrastive analysis the 

study of Contrastive Analysis is set to address.. 

× That more intensive and specific study on the semantic, syntactic, discourse analysis, 

pragmatics, lexis and many others be carried out by future researchers. 

× That a contrastive analysis of English or other foreign languages and other indigenous 

languages be undertaken. 

× Finally, the researcher recommends that this research work be used as a reference 

material for future researchers, who will used the English language or other foreign 

languages as a base to study other indigenous languages. 
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